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Jordan and Associative Rings with Nilpotent 
and Invertible Elements 
J. ~IARSHALI. OSISORN 
‘\I c present here three related theorems, one on the structure of Jordan 
rings in which every element is either nilpotent or invertible, and two on the 
structure of associative rings with involution in which ewry symmetric 
c!ement is either nilpotent or inwrtible (the definition of a Jordan ring and 
related concepts can be found in Section 2). The first of these theorems is a 
generalization of a well-known result on the structure of Jordan algebras 
which states that if each element of a Jordan algebra / can be expressed as 
the sum of a nilpotcnt element and a scalar multiple of 1, then the nilpotent 
clcmcnts of J form an ideal (see [5]). Our generalization of this is 
THEOIIIXAI I. Lrt J hi G Jar-a’an I.N!~ 1 with I in which 2u = 0 inlplies a := 0 
,fw all a t J, ant1 it1 whirh every element is either uiipote~lt or irwertible. II’hen 
the set [,, of all nilpotctrt rlfn~ents of 7 foms 077 ideal. I. 
Our second theorem is essentially a generalization of a pre\-ious result of 
ours 17, Theorem 21 which characterizes associati\ e rings with inv(Jhtion 
whose nonzcro symmetric elements are invertible. 
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(i) a dCzCon ring. 
(ii) a direct sum of two antiisomorphic division rings zuith induced involution 
-+.’ interchanging the two summands, 
(iii) the 2 Y 2 matrices over a jeld with induced involution 4-l which j&es 
only the scalar matrices. 
By strengthening our hypotheses a little, WC can say more about the 
structure of R. 
THEOREM 3. If R is an algebra with involution over an uncountable field 
such that coery symmetric element of R is nilpotent, then R is u nil algebra. 
COROLLARY. If u)e add to Theorem 2 the hypothesis that d is an algebra over 
an uncountable field, then we may add to condition (a) the statement that R is nil. 
In a recent paper [4], Jacobson develops a theory of Jordan algebras with 
minimum condition which is similar to the associative theory of semisimple 
Artinian rings. The key result in that paper is that for each primitive 
idempotent e in a Jordan algebra J satisfying Jacobson’s axioms every nonzero 
element of the subalgebra JU,, is invertible in JU, , where U is the quadratic 
representation in J defined by CT, ::= 2R,” - R,, where R,r denotes right 
multiplication in J by s. In looking toward a generalization of Jacobson’s 
theory which would correspond to the theor\- of Artinian rings without the 
semisimple restriction (more specifically, a theory without Jacobson’s axiom 
that U,, mm= 0 3 x -: 0 for all .X E J), it was clear that one would have to deal 
with subalgebras in which every element was either invertible or nilpotent, 
and the three theorems of the present paper were developed for that purpose. 
A generalization of the type just suggested of Jacobson’s theory has now been 
carried out in [6] using some of the results of the present paper. 
2. SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF JORDAN RINGS 
In this section we give the elementary properties and definitions related to 
Jordan rings which will be needed in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
A commutative nonassociative ring J in which 2a = 0 implies a = 0 will 
be called a Jordan ring if it satisfies the identity (X . y) . .P m= x * (y . x‘“) 
for all X, y  E /, where x . y  denotes the product of x and y  in J and where 
.G = x . x. I f  A is an associative ring in which the map n - 2a is one-to-one 
and onto, then it is well-known that the elements of A form a Jordan ring 
under the same operation of addition and under the new multiplication 
a . b = $(ab + ba), whete ab denotes the associative product of a and b in A. 
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The product a * b just defined is called the Jordan product in ,4, and the 
Jordan ring defined on the set of elements of A by using the Jordan product 
will be denoted by rl+. It is easy to see that the powers of an element in A are 
the same under the Jordan product as under the associative product (more 
generally, any subring of a Jordan ring which is generated by one element is 
associative). I f  H is any additive subgroup of _J which is closed under the 
Jordan product, then the set of elements of fZ form a Jordan subring of A+ 
which we shall denote by H’. In this case we shall say that the Jordan ring 
NC is embedded in the associative ring A (a Jordan ring which may be so 
embedded is called a special Jordan ring). A well-known result which we 
shall need in the proof of Theorem 1 is that every Jordan algebra generated 
by two elements may be embedded in an associative algebra over the same 
field ([I, p. 3071). 
By an involution * of an associative ring /l we mean an antiisomorphism 
ti -+ u* of 4 onto A of period 2. An element a of d is called a-symmetric if 
a* = a, and is called *-skew if a* = --a. If  H is the set of all *-symmetric 
elements of rl and if the map a-2u is one-to-one (so that the Jordan 
product can be defined), it is easy to check that Nb is a Jordan subalgebra of 
-4’~ and that every element of A is uniquely expressible as a sum of a symmetric 
and a skew element. It is also immediate that if A contains a unity element I, 
then 1 t 1s and 1 is the unity element for both .-1- and H . . 
In working with a Jordan ring J, we shall need to use the operator U, 
defined for each s E J by yUz = 2(y . X) . x - y  . .X‘~ for all y  E J. I f  J is 
embedded in an associative ring A, it is easy to verify that U,. is given in 
terms of the associative product by yU, = X~X. If  1 E J, we say that an 
element a E J has b E J as an inverse if a . b = 1 and n’2 . b = a. If  J is 
embedded in an associative ring with the same unity element as J, it is easy 
to check that n is invertible with inverse b in J if and only if b is a two-sided 
inverse of a in A. It can be shown that a E / is invertible if and only if the 
operator U,L is invertible on J, a criterion on which wc will rely heavily in the 
proof of Theorem 1. It can also be shown that yCz is invertible if and only if 
both .Y and y  are invertible. -Inother property that we will need is that 
*Z”U,l-a = o?x + 2c4x * u) + xc,, 
for any a, x E J and any natural number cy. 
Since any subring of a Jordan ring which is generated by one element is 
associative, the concept of a nilpotent element and the concept of a nil carry 
over from associative theory to Jordan theory without ambiguity. As in the 
associative case, the sum of two nil ideals is again a nil ideal and the union of 
an ascending chain of nil ideals is a nil ideal. Hence any Jordan ring J contains 
a maximal nil ideal Z which contains all other nil ideals and which we call the 
nil radical of J. The quotient ring J/Z has the zero ideal as its nil radical. 
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An ideal X of J will be called nilpotent if, for some natural number ~rz, every 
product of ;wz elements of A- associated in any manner is zero. The set 
c {c 5 J i (c . .s) . ,I c . (Y . J), all .I, y  E ]I is ca!led the center of /. ‘I% 
center is a commt~tati~.e associative subring oi ] which contains the unit! 
elcnlent of j if ,r has one. If  c i: C’, then the s& c . ] is an ideal of J, and c . ./ 
is nilpotent if c is nilpotcnt. 
‘I’heorem 1 is cqui\ alent to the statement that the set I,, of nilpotent 
elements is contained in the nil radical %, or that J/i: contains no nonzcro 
nilpotent elements. ‘I’hus I-cplacing 1 b\- /‘Z we need only prow 
Suppose that 1 satisties the hypotheses of ‘l’hcorem 1’. I f  the center @ of J 
contained a nonzero nilpotcnt element c, then the set c. . Jr u ould be a nonzero 
nilpotent ideal of “1, contrar-y to Ii\-pothesis. Hence all the elements of @ are 
invcrtihle, and @ is a field (necessarilv of characteristic not 2). \l’e may regal-d 
J as an algebra over @. 
LEMR2.4 1. If’ II r- J satis/ies N J,, 5 /,, , then n 0. 
Pro+ C‘onsider the set 3. {IL E J ?I 1 b t Jo for all b t JO;, which is 
easily seen to he a CD subspace of J contained in /,, . ‘I‘o establish Lemma 1 it 
suffks to prove that X is an ideal of J, since then it is a nil ideal and hence the 
zero ideal by hypothesis. \\‘e show first that if ~1 E ,\- and if n E / is invertible 
then t~l-,, t 12;. This is equivalent to the statement that h E J,, implies 
12 c,, f  h E Jo . Now since I‘ t .I is invertible if and only if XC.,, is invertible, it 
follow that .I^ E j,, if and only if XL;,, E j,, But then b E J,, implies hCr;l s J,, , 
giving 12 ~j hC:;l E J,, and (71 I bC-;l) C,, -- nl’,, -: h E J,, , as desired. 
If  1 ~~~ n is also invertible, then nG, ,(, n 1~ 211.a II C,, t ,V hv the last 
paragraph, and hence TZ . a E A7 since AW is a suhspace. On the other hand, if 
1 -1 N c J,, then 1 ! (1 - (I) 2 + a is invertible. Hence 
n 1~ -.? ,I 4n ~, 491 . a ~. ?I 1 .,, 5 A-, 
again giving n . (r E S. Since any nilpotent elernt-nt of 1 can be expressed as 
3 sum of invertible elements, n-e have proved that S . J (,- :&’ or that :V is an 
ideal. 
LEMJIA 2. If  c F I,, ) tlm c.2 =~ 0. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that c’r : 0 implies c”) E A’. For then, by 
Lemma 1, c’r = 0 implies C2 =~~ 0. But if some c E J,, had index of nilpotency 
2k .;- 1 for k > I, then (c”)” =m 0 while (~9)” f  0, and if TZ = 2k + 2 
; k or 3 I, then again (c”).r = 0 while (c”‘)‘~ 6 0 , so no c E Jo can have indcs 
?I 2 3. 
Hence let c’r = 0 and let b E /. Since c is nilpotent, bC’,. is not in:,ertible 
and so is nilpotent, say (bIjTC)‘“’ ~~ 0. Let B be the subalgebra of J generated 
by b and c, and let B bc embedded in an associati\-e algebra .-I. ‘l’hcn in :I v:e 
haw 
(bC’)“f ~1 bc(cbc)” c : bf(bL,)“” c = 0 
and similarly (c%)~~! ’ =- 0. Hence c.r 0 implies that 
_= c (C3f))i(bf?)f,‘r I-: _~ 0. 
i-0 
III order to show that c+ z ;2’, we must shou that if b is nilpotent then h ‘- c.? 
is nilpotent. Suppose to 111~ contrary that b is nilpotent anal a : b c’~ is 
invertible. Then 
or 
1 b”(:,;’ 4. (26 . c’2)[‘,1. 
Halt the last two terms are nilpotent since b and 2b . c’? are nilpotent, showing 
that t is the sum of tu-o nilpotent elements. This contradiction shows that 
c+ E A’ and proves Lemma 2. 
Kow let b, c be nilp(Jtellt elements of j. Then h” bum 0 ~~ c’~, and we wish 
to show that b jm c is nilpotent. I f  not, then d ~~ 2h . c ~~ (b -;- c).‘) is 
invertible. Again let B be the subalgebra of J generated by b and c, and let B 
B be embedded in an associative algebra A. ‘Then 
bd = b(bc j- cb) bcb = (bc -I- cb) h == db 
and similarly cd = dc. Lettingf -= l(d + b + cd), we see that df := fd =;f. d, 
and that 
(f ~ d) 1; -~ f(f - d)f = (f’ -fd)f :- 0, 
so that either f  - tl : 0 or else f  is not in\:ertible. In the latter case, 
0 = .f’ fd and 0 -= Llfd = f1.d , which implies that f  _ 0 since d is 
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assumed invertible. Thus, either f  - rf =. 0 or f  m: 0, and in either of these 
cases substituting for f  gives a relation of the form d = ab -- /hi for some 
scalars 01 and j3. Hence, rt2 =. crb . d -I- ,/3dcd and 1 -= a(b . d) O-;’ T fk, which 
is a contradiction since 1 cannot be the sum of two nilpotent elements. This 
shows that b -i- c must be nilpotent, so that h -I- Jo C JO. Then h m= 0 by 
Lemma I, and we have established Theorem I’ and hence Theorem I. 
4. PRooF 0F THEoRI~I 2 
Let i-I be an associative ring with 1 in which 2n := 0 implies (I :- 0, and 
let Y- be an involution of .4 with the property that every +symmetric element 
of A is either nilpotent or invertible. I f  R is the radical of .-!, then K is a 
quasiregular ideal containing all other quasiregular ideals of R, and its image 
R* under A must also have the same property. Thus, R ~= R”, and R is 
invariant under K Since 1 $ R, there arc no invertible elements in R, so that 
the symmetric elements of R must all lx nilpotent and condition (a) of 
Theorem 2 holds. 
Let @ be the set of symmetric elements of the center of A,‘R. Then @ is a 
subring which contains no nilpotent elements since -4;‘R contains no nonzero 
nilpotent ideals. Hence the nonzero elements of CD are invertible, and so CD 
is a field, since the inverse of an element of cf, is clearly again in CD. If twice the 
identity element of -4 were a nilpotent clement, then the hypothesis that 
2a =m 0 implies a := 0 would be violated. Hence this element is invertible 
in A, which implies that (5 has characteristic not 2. Since the nonzero 
homomorphic image of a nilpotent (invertible) element is nilpotent 
{invertible), it is clear that +4/R satisfies the same hypotheses as .-f. Thus it 
s&ices to establish condition (b) under the added hvpothesis that .-I is a 
semisimple algebra. 
Suppose now that B is a proper ideal of .4 such that B* = B. Since B can 
contain no invertible elements and still be proper, the symmetric elements of 
B are all nilpotent. But then B C rad .4 = 0 using 
Proof. \Ve must show that each element b E B is quasiregular, or 
equivalently that 1 -. b is invertible. But for each b E B the elements 
h = b + b* -- bb* and k := h -t b* - b*b are symmetric and hence 
nitpotent. Thus (1 - h)(l -- 6”) := I -- I? and (I - b”)(l - b) :--- I - k arc 
invertible, which implies that 1 -- b is invertible as desired. 
We have shown that A has no proper ideals which are fixed under the 
involution. It is well-known (and easy to prove directly) that such an algebra 
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is either the direct sum of two simple ideals B and B* which are interchanged 
by the involution, or is itself simple. In the first case the Jordan algebra H+ 
of symmetric elements of A is isomorphic to B+ and hence is simple by 
[2, Theorem I], while in the second case H+ is simple, as a Jordan algebra, by 
[2, Theorem 71. In either case IFS is a simple Jordan algebra with 1 whose 
elements are either invertible or nilpotent. By simplicity H+ contains no 
nonzcro nil ideals, so we may conclude from Theorem 1’ that H+ contains no 
nonzero nilpotent elements. 
In the first case above we see that every nonzero element of B is invertible in 
B+ and hence in B. Thus B is a division ring and A satisfies (ii) of Theorem 2. 
In the second case, when A is simple, we have that every element of H is 
invertihle in -4” and hence in -4, so that .4 satisfies either (i) or (iii) by 
[1, Lemma 41. 
C’onversely, let .4 be an associative ring with involution and with 1 satisfying 
conditions (a) and (b). We w-ish to show that every symmetric element h of A 
is either nilpotent or invertible. I f  h E R, then h is nilpotent by condition (a). 
Otherwise, the map F : d --f A/R sends h onto an invertible element of A/R 
by condition (b). Hence it is sufficient to show that any inverse image under 9 
of an invertible element is also invertible. I f  p(h) is invertible for some lz E A, 
then there exists an element g E d such that q(h) p(g) _ q(l), giving 
//,g =- I ~ c for some element c E R. But since c is quasiregular, 1 - c is 
invertible and g( 1 - c)--t is a right inverse for h. Similarly, h has a left inverse 
and so is invertible. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let R be an algebra with involution i over an uncountable field @, and let 
every symmetric element of R be nilpotent. We must show that each Y E R 
is nilpotent. Let R, = @[r, r*] be the CD subalgebra of R generated by Y and 
r”. Then R,* = R, , so that R, is itself an algebra over @ with the restriction 
of * as an involution, and the symmetric elements of R, are nilpotent since 
they are symmetric in R also. It follows from Lemma 3 that R, is a radical 
algebra. On the other hand, R, is finitely generated over @, so by a well-known 
result due to Amitsur (see [3, Page 201) its radical is nil. Since R, is its own 
radical, R,, is nil and, in particular, Y  is nilpotent. 
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